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Flowers play an essential role not only in oneâ€™s life, but are an integral part of any decorations. There
are various ways in which we can arrange the flower to complement the site of the wedding hall or
at any other ceremony. The different ways of decoration of flowers add the elegances and romance
to the wedding and the type of flowers that you select give personal touch.

Tips to decorate your wedding with flowers

Centerpieces

If you are planning of using the table as the center piece for wedding reception, then you can do lot
more than just placing the bouquet of flowers at the middle of the table. For the evening reception,
you can use number of candles as a center pieces, surrounded with the flower petals that were
molded in wax. The color that you choose must correspond with the shade of your wedding. You
can even place the candles in a tray along with the dried flower petals or with synthetic flowers.

Placing the candle in the middle of the arranged flower ring can give an attractive flora design look,
without being too traditional. The use of white flower gives an impression of new beginning and
purity, which is the demand of the occasion. You can even us the yellow color flowers that show
your gratitude toward your friends and family.

Pew Decorations

In wedding ceremony hall, you can use the flowers for decorating pews. If, your wedding is at
evening you must use the color that suits the environment, you can use the bronze
chrysanthemums to adorn the pews, as these flowers show your excitements. If, you are planning of
decorating the first few pews with the flowers of different colors, then using irises or hyacinths could
be the best one, as these flowers shows your sincerity and inspiration. It is obvious that first two to
three pews are for your beloved ones, thus these flowers help you in displaying your thanks to them.
Both real and synthetic flowers can be use for decorating the rest of the pews.

Bouquets

Carrying the bouquet of flower by the bride and the bridesmaids are tradition, the carrying bouquet
can be arrange with white color flowers, that shows her dedication and the beginning of her new life.
The large or tiny flowers of different colors can be arranged in bouquets or even the flowers of your
choices can be used for decorating the reception or chapel doors. The red and white color roses are
the common flowers that are being used for decorating the ceremony hall. The combination of these
flowers shows the unity and for the spring wedding you can use the lilies.
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This article is posted behalf of a wedding planners and they offers a flower decoration with a
wedding flowers.
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